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Call or check the weekly E-news for future Sunday shop openings.

“Runaround” Panel Bag
Saturday, February 11
10:30am-12:30pm

Looking for a quick-to-make, 
functional yet stylish bag? Joan 
Hawley of Lazy Girl Designs has 
created a pattern that fits the bill. 
To make things even easier, she and QT fabrics 
worked together to put the whole thing into an easy-
to-follow panel that makes not just one, but two 
purses! Fully lined and featuring a back pocket, this 
purse uses any standard zipper. In class, we will 
make one of the purses, and I will teach you how 
to install a zipper using Lazy Girl’s trademark ‘Sew 
Easy’ zipper installation technique.
Teacher: Michelle Spell   Cost: $16.00  
Skill Level: Confident Beginner  Sewing Machine: Yes
Panel/Pattern: “Runaround” Madelyn bag panel by Lazy Girl 
Designs or Lazy Girl Designs Runaround Bag pattern

It’s the Eyes
Saturday, February 11
1:30-4:30pm

Find your favorite FQs (9 to 16) or 
yardage (1/3 yard of 9-16 fabrics). 
Blend with a contrasting fabric. Cut 
the squares to make the 18” blocks (9 to 16) and just 
have fun putting it all together!
Teacher: Jane McKenzie  Cost: $24.00
Skill Level: All   Sewing Machine: Yes
Pattern: teacher will provide instructions

Open Sewing Sunday
Sunday, February 12 
1:00-4:00pm

On the 2nd Sunday of the month, 
come enjoy a community sewing 
day. Machine & hand sewists are welcome. Rachel 
Cochran is hosting and sewing during this time. 
Even though the shop isn’t open to the public, you’ll 
be able to make purchases.
Host: Rachel Cochran Class size: limited to 8 sewists
Cost: $5.00, must call or come to PPQ to register & pay 

Fridays, Feb. 3, 10, 17, 24; 10:30-2:30pm
Need help with a project/kit/sewing problem? This class 
is for you!

Instructor/Problem Solver: Sue Runnerstrom
Cost: $25 for 4 hours of help, instruction, encouragement
Class size is limited to 6 people.

Call PPQ @ 843-871-8872 to register and pay.

Machine  
Maintenance Monday
Mondays, Feb. 6, 13, 20, 27
10:00am-1:30pm by appointment only

Call PPQ at 843-871-8872 to reserve your spot.

Melanie, sewing machine repair technician, will be 
available to answer maintenance and/or quick repair 
questions.

If your machine issue can be addressed in 15  
minutes, her goal is to have you sewing again without 
having to wait so long for service or repair.  

When she can fix the problem or answer your questions 
quickly, she will. If your issue requires further service 
or repair, then you can be placed on her service waiting 
list.

With machine issue, bring your sewing machine, its cord 
and foot control.

No charge for this service.

Open Sewing
Thursday, February 2, 9, 16, 23 
1:45-4:45pm

If you are a machine or hand sewist, 
come and enjoy a community sewing day on available 
Thursdays! 
Cost: $5.00, must call or come to PPQ to register & pay
Class size: limited to 8 machine and 4 hand sewists

ONGOING CLASSES

Problems Solved FridayProblems Solved Friday

The Journey Continues  
(class 2 of 6)
Wed., February 1, 15; March 1, 15, 29  
1:30-4:00pm
Teacher: Sue Runnerstrom 

Oh, Baby!
Saturday, February 4
10:00am-1:00pm

Looking for an easy baby quilt that 
is a little different, but still quick 
to piece and provides numerous opportunities for 
fussy cutting? Easily adaptable, visually interesting, 
and sweet as can be in cotton or flannel, “Around 
the Block” is the perfect answer. Quilt finishes at 
34.5” square.
Teacher: Michelle Spell        Cost: $24.00
Skill Level: Confident Beginner       Sewing Machine: Yes
Pattern: “Around the Block” a little pattern by It’s Sew Emma

Tuscany Tote
Saturday, February 4
1:30-4:30pm

The Tuscany Tote is versatile with 
many pockets inside for organizing. It 
also features a “no sag” bottom.
Teacher: Melanie Campbell Cost: $24.00
Skill Level: Beginner+  Sewing Machine: Yes
Pattern: Tuscany Tote available at PPQ

9 Week Quilt Journey  
(class 4 of 9)
Wed., February 8, 15, 22; March 1, 8, 22 
10:30am-12:30pm
Teacher: Sue Runnerstrom  
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New or Experienced Sewist?
PPQ has a Janome for You!

Quilts of Valor Sit & Sew
Monday, February 13, 10:30am-2:30pm

Join us for the Quilts of Valor 
Sit and Sew to work on quilts. 

Bring your own projects to donate or work on kits 
donated to the foundation. A great way to socialize 
and work for a great cause. Can’t attend? Drop off 
your quilt tops and/or finished quilts here and we’ll 
take care of the rest. “The mission of the Quilts of 
Valor Foundation is to cover service members and 
veterans touched by war with comforting and 
healing Quilts of Valor.” Please call to reserve your 
spot.
Leader: Sandy Kaminsky          Cost: No charge
Supplies: Typical sewing supplies       Sewing Machine: Yes

Nan’s Garden
Thursday, February 16
10:30m-1:30pm

Let’s spend a few hours together, 
stitching this lovely, spring garden 
picture. Kit includes everything needed to complete 
this project. Some embroidery experience required.
Teacher: Karen Larson           Cost: $24.00 plus kit
Skill Level: Some embroidery experience required
Sewing Machine: No

Fractured (class 1 of 2)
Sun., February 19 and March 19
1:30-4:30pm

Fractured is a contemporary quilt 
pattern that has 2 very simple blocks. 
We are going to assemble the two 
different blocks in the first class to 
understand the layout of the color selections. Blocks 
can be assembled prior to the second class when we 
can layout and begin sewing the blocks together.
Teacher: Leah Adler  Cost: $48.00         
Skill Level: All   Sewing Machine: Yes
Pattern: Fractured available at PPQ

Shattered (class 1 of 2)
Sunday, February 19 and March 19
1:30-4:30pm

Shattered is a contemporary quilt 
pattern – modern, easy, and fun! In 
this class we will cut all the fabric 
and assemble one column so you will 
understand the color scheme of the quilt and be able 
to easily finish up at home.
Teacher: Kriste Whitefield Cost: $48.00         
Skill Level: All   Sewing Machine: Yes
Pattern: Shattered available at PPQ

Temperature Quilt
Saturday, February 25
11:00am-12:00pm                      

Say that again… temperature 
quilt?? What does that even 
mean?? The answer will be 
revealed in this entertaining one hour demo 
Participants will learn what they must know in 
order to create a colorful quilt; with weather as the 
link in determining the overall color choices.
Teacher: Marlene Gruetter  Cost: No charge

Kawandi-Style Quilting  
by Sewing Machine
Saturday, February 25
1:00-4:00pm

Kawandi means “quilt” and has 
a particular process and style created by the Siddi 
(African) people of India. The quilt is traditionally 
created by hand. In this class students will be using 
a sewing machine as a faster method. This process 
will still show the process and style of the traditional 
Kawandi quilt when completed.
Teacher: Marlene Gruetter  Cost: $24.00
Skill Level: Beginner   Sewing Machine: Yes
Pattern: Instructions provided in class

Historic Downtown Summerville 
transforms into a special 
marketplace featuring local 
entertainment, craft vendors 
and artisans, to complement the 
extended hours of our eclectic 
shops, boutiques & restaurants.

Thurs., Feb. 16
from 5 to 8:00 pm

 

For more info: summervilledream.org

So That Was Christmas (1 session)
Saturday, February 18
10:30am-12:30pm; break; 1:30-4:30pm

I started this quilt last fall and wanted 
to have the class before Christmas. I 
didn’t finish, but it is such a cute quilt I 
still wanted to have the class. Thus the 
silly name. The quilt is done in sections 
so I’m hoping we can get one of each 
section done in the class. There are stars (Strippy 
Stars anyone?), and reindeer (fusible applique), and 
funny pieced trees (templates). There is something 
for everyone. And... you will have time to finish it 
before next Christmas.
Teacher: Sue Runnerstrom  Cost: $40.00  
Skill Level: Confident beginners thru experienced
Sewing Machine: Yes
Pattern: So This is Christmas by Cotton Street Commons
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Class Supply Lists are available 
at PPQ or go online 

to ppquilts.com & select
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